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Abstract

We investigated the use of near-infrared spectroscopy (NIR) for measuring water-holding cap-
acity (WHC) in fermented milk. Increased WHC ensures improved texture and decreased
syneresis in fermented dairy products and also improves cheese yield. NIR combined with
partial least-squares-discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) was found to be a promising rapid
and non-invasive method with no pretreatment of the samples for prediction of WHC in fer-
mented milk samples. Analysis of the chemical bonds in the region 10 700–4500 cm−1 (935–
2200 nm) of the electromagnetic spectrum was able to distinguish between samples with high
vs. low WHC. This technique was successfully used to screen different strains of lactic acid
bacteria for their ability to provide fermented milk with increased WHC, which is of great
importance for use in various dairy products.

Milk fermentation by lactic acid bacteria (LAB) results in prolonged shelf-life due to acidifi-
cation, as well as flavour and texture development. The latter is affected by milk composition,
manufacturing process and added starter culture. Two common textural defects are syneresis
and granular structure, occurring especially in low-fat products (Nguyen et al., 2018). LAB sur-
face characteristics and interactions with food matrix components are known to affect the tex-
tural properties of fermented dairy products through cell chaining, clumping, formation of pili
(Burgain et al., 2014; Tarazanova et al., 2018a, 2018b) or by production of exocellular polysac-
charides (EPS). WHC refers to the ability to retain water. The use of EPS(+) starter cultures
can help to increase the WHC of fermented milk, leading to a decreased level of whey separ-
ation (syneresis) in yoghurt and increased moisture content and yield in cheeses such as moz-
zarella (Low et al., 1998; Broadbent et al., 2001; Awad et al., 2005; Amatayakul et al., 2006;
Dabour et al., 2006; Costa et al., 2010; Burgain et al., 2014).

Several methodologies have been implemented for measuring WHC in fermented milk,
such as centrifugation, siphoning, drainage and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
(Hinrichs et al., 2004; Amatayakul et al., 2006; Lee and Lucey, 2010; Gilbert et al., 2020).
The siphon method determines the level of spontaneous whey separated on the surface of
gels such as set yogurts. Drainage measures the level of whey separated from cut gels under
the influence of gravity; it is more relevant to cottage cheese than yogurt gels (Lucey and
Singh, 1997). An NMR-based method (wash-out-test) has been applied to simulate syneresis
in fresh cheese (Hinrichs et al., 2004); the method allowed quantification of the degree of
immobilization of serum and could also determine whether it was retained in closed pores
or located in open capillaries. Water in capillaries can be washed out, while water in pores can-
not. The fraction of the serum bound or retained in closed pores in a gel structure was shown
not to contribute to syneresis, while the part present in capillaries open to the surface of the
sample contributed to syneresis (Hinrichs et al., 2004). Low-frequency nuclear magnetic res-
onance (1H-LF-NMR) is a non-destructive technique, which has been reported to make it pos-
sible to assess and describe water retention by yogurt and spontaneous syneresis when
associated with image analysis of micrographs (Gilbert et al., 2020). Mid-infrared (MIR) spec-
troscopy is widely used for rapid, real-time, and nondestructive evaluation of milk compos-
ition (fat, protein, lactose) and has also shown potential to estimate curd yield in cheese
production (El Jabri et al., 2019). Despite its obvious shortcomings, centrifugation to estimate
the water entrapped into the matrix appears to be the most commonly used method for quan-
tifying WHC, even though centrifugation time and the force applied varies markedly amongst
researchers and strongly affects the outcome. The centrifugation method measures the level of
whey separated from the collapsed gel as a result of an applied high external force (centrifugal
force), i.e. resistance of the gel to compaction. The amount of whey collected as a result of
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centrifugation can be influenced by other factors such as the rigid-
ity and rheological properties of gels (Lucey and Singh, 1997).

The various methods used to determine WHC in dairy pro-
ducts have not been standardized, which complicates data com-
parison between studies. Furthermore, these methodologies are
time consuming and often destructive. This increases the incen-
tive to develop a standardized rapid method for measuring
WHC. In recent years, NIR has been used as a rapid and robust
method with little or no pretreatment of samples for analysing
chemical bonds in the region 12 820–3959 cm−1 (780–2526 nm)
of the electromagnetic spectrum (Franzoi et al., 2021). The com-
bination bands and overtones of water are found at approx.
10 350 cm−1 (965 nm) (stretching, 2nd overtone), 6980 cm−1

(1450 nm) (stretching, 1st overtone) and 5180 cm−1 (1930 nm)
(combination of stretching and bending) (Metrohm, 2013). NIR
has been successfully tested for prediction of WHC in meat
(Brøndum et al., 2000; Bowker et al., 2014) and fermented goat
milk (Zhu and Ding, 2010), but has not yet been applied for
cow milk, as in the present study. The reflected light is dependent
on the wavelength of the light and the chemical bonds of the sam-
ple. The light exposed to the samples holds an energy dependent
on the frequency (wavelength) of the light. A chemical bond
between two atoms holds an energy, which is dependent on the
length of the bond. The vibration of such a bond can be described
by the harmonic model. If the energy of the near-infrared light
exposed to a sample matches the energy of a chemical bond
between two atoms, the energy is absorbed and transits to non-
contiguous energy states. The vibration can no longer be
described by the harmonic model, but rather the anharmonic
model, where the bond can dissociate. A hydrogen bond will
have a high dipole moment causing little energy required for
the bond to dissociate and bonds to hydrogen atoms are therefore
highly anharmonic. The transition to higher energy levels,
described by the anharmonic model, can be detected in the
NIR region as overtones and combination bands of stretching
and bending of the chemical bond. Therefore, when the O–H
bonds of water molecules are bound to protein or EPS (increasing
the WHC of the sample), the vibration becomes more harmonic,
and cannot be detected by NIR (Miller, 2001). Samples with
bound water molecules resulting in high WHC will hence have
lower absorption in the bands related to O–H and using chemo-
metric methods, the shift in bound and free water can be detected.

Based on the above, we hypothesized that it would be possible
to detect the difference between samples with high and low WHC
using NIR by extracting the information in the spectra with che-
mometric methods. The aim of the study was to build a prediction
model that can be used as a rapid method for screening fermented
milk samples for high WHC and determine the feasibility of this.

Materials and methods

Strains and media

Eleven Streptococcus thermophilus strains originating from the
Chr. Hansen culture collection were used in this work: A, B, C,
D, E, F, G, H, I, J, and K. Strain A, B, D, F, H, and J were consid-
ered to be high-WHC strains, as they resulted in 3.3 to 5.0%
increased yield of mozzarella cheese when tested in 150-l scale
in the Application Test Center of Chr. Hansen in Hoersholm,
compared to the strains C, E, G and K, which were considered
as low WHC strains. Cheese yield data obtained in 150 l scale
are not shown, as we do not have data from one single experiment

with all the 11 strains in the same conditions. Because of the large
milk volumes used for each experiment and limitations in the
amount of sample that can run at once, many experiments spread
in time were performed instead. The experiments were performed
with two to three strains at a time, using different milk batches
and sometimes also slightly different cheese making parameters.
Strain I was not tested in cheese production in 150-l scale, as
this strain was texturing.

The sample preparation for the applied centrifugation method
and NIR method described below is shown in Figure 1. Cultures
incubated overnight in M17 broth (Terzaghi and Sandine, 1975)
containing 2% lactose were used for milk acidification (1% inocu-
lum) in severely heat-treated skim milk (SHT-SM) and pasteur-
ized low-fat milk (past-LFM), respectively. For the samples
applied for NIR, pH indicator was added as described in
Poulsen et al. (2019). The pH indicator does not contain mole-
cules that can interfere in NIR region, and the concentration is
negligible in terms of affecting the dry matter content of the sam-
ples. SHT-SM was prepared by reconstituting skim milk powder
containing 38% protein, 53% lactose, <1.25 fat, and 3.9% moisture
(Arla Foods amba, Denmark) to a level of dry matter of 9.5% and
pasteurized at 99°C for 30 min, followed by cooling to 40°C.
The high temperature treatment ensures that the fermentation of
this type of milk is not affected by the indigenous enzymes or bac-
teria. Past-LFM from Arla containing a fat content of 1.5% and a
dry matter content of 12.8%, was pasteurized at 90°C for 20 min,
cooled down to 40°C, and enriched with 0.003% Na+ formate
(HCOONa) to stimulate the growth of S. thermophilus (Derzelle
et al., 2005). We chose to apply both milk types in order to inves-
tigate the feasibility of the method using two types of cow milk
with varying dry matter content.

Centrifugation for WHC measurement

Empty sterile plastic bottles were weighed, and 200 ml past-LFM
containing 1% overnight culture and 0.003% Na+ formate was
added. The samples were incubated at 40°C until a pH of 4.55
was achieved and subsequently cooled down in ice water for 30
min and then kept overnight at 4°C. The samples were centrifuged
at 2325 × g for 3 min, and the whey was carefully poured out of
the plastic bottles. The samples were weighed before and after
whey removal. The WHC was expressed as curd yield. Four repli-
cates of each sample were prepared; one was used to monitor milk
acidification using pH electrodes, and three remaining replicates
were used for WHC analysis.

NIR measurement

A volume of 40 ml SHT-SM or past-LFM containing 1% inocu-
lum and pH indicator was transferred to glass Petri dishes, 100
mm in diameter, and incubated at 37°C overnight anaerobic-
ally. The samples were stored at 4°C for two days, before they
were measured using NIR. A FT-NIR Spectrometer (MB-160,
ABB Bomem, Quebec, Canada) with 64 scans per measurement
was used to record reflectance in NIR region 12 000–4000 cm−1

(833–2500 nm) and a resolution of 16 cm−1. Purging with dry
O2 was applied. The samples were scanned through the Petri
dish. A spectrum was obtained of an empty Petri dish and
used to account for the glass Petri dish in the calculation of
the absorbance of the samples. The samples were measured
in random order. Each sample was measured three times by
moving the Petri dish containing the sample after each
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measurement, so that the measurement was performed in a new
spot of the Petri dish each time to ensure suitable sampling
(Fig. 1). Three independent experiments were conducted
with fermented SHT-SM and past-LFM using strains A–F,
measured in triplicates per strain, which were used as calibra-
tion samples. One experiment was conducted using strains
G–K, measured in triplicates per strain, which were used as val-
idation samples.

The raw NIR spectra exhibited scattering, which was
accounted for by pre-processing. It was chosen to apply
Standard Normal Variate (SNV) followed by Mean-Center
(MC). However, other standard pre-processing methods were

equally good at discerning between the high and low WHC
strains.

Data analysis

A Student’s t-test was applied for testing significance between the
high and low WHC of the strains measured with centrifugation
(significance level of P < 0.05). The spectra obtained by NIR
were analysed with principal component analysis (PCA) and
PLS-DA using PLS Toolbox 8.6, a toolbox for MATLAB
v. R2017b (Eigenvector, 2018). PCA is tool for explorative analysis
of multivariate datasets (Bro and Smilde, 2014). PLS-DA is a

Fig. 1. Overview of sample preparation for centrifugation and NIR methods and subsequent analysis. Overnight inoculum in M17 broth added lactose was used to
acidify past-LFM added Na+ formate to pH 4.55 in plastic bottles. The samples were cooled to 4°C, centrifuged and WHC was calculated as the ratio of curd. The
WHC was used to classify the strains as high and low WHC. The calibration and validation samples for NIR method were prepared by adding overnight inoculum in
M17 broth and pH colour indicator to 200 ml of SHT-SM and past-LFM, respectively. The 200 mL of inoculated milk was poured into three Petri dishes and incubated
overnight at 37°C and cooled down to 4°C. The Petri dishes were measured three times, as indicated with circles in the figure, with NIR. Classification of high and
low WHC strains obtained by the centrifugation method and the NIR spectra were analysed using PCA and PLS-DA.
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supervised classification method that uses PLS for prediction of
a dummy variable. The dummy variable is a vector consisting of
1 and 0 indicating the sample is in or out of class, regarding high
WHC (Lee et al., 2018). A variable selection was conducted, and
the range 10 700–4500 cm−1 (935–2200 nm) of the spectra were
included in the PCA and PLS-DA models. The number of latent
variables (LV) were chosen individually for each model. The
PLS-DA models were cross-validated using leave-one-strain-out
cross-validation (CV). The prediction of the samples was based
on a discrimination line that divides the samples as belonging
to either Class 1 (high WHC strain) or Class 0 (low WHC strain).
Since we only had two classes, we assumed that if the prediction of
samples does not belong to Class 1, it must belong to Class 0. The
discrimination line was based on maximizing the sensitivity and
minimizing the specificity, where the sensitivity is the number
of true positive samples (should be near 1), and the specificity
is the number of false negatives (should be near 0) (Lee et al.,
2018). The PLS-DA models were evaluated by Matthew’s correl-
ation coefficient (MCC), which is based on the true and false
positive rates. The MCC can range from −1 to +1. If MCC is 1,
it represents a perfect correlation between predictions and refer-
ences, MCC = 0 represent an incidental correlation and MCC =
−1 indicates no relation between the predictions and references
(Chicco, 2017).

Results and discussion

WHC measured by centrifugation

Strain A, B, D, F, H, I, J and K have higher WHC (curd yield
above 54%) compared to the other strains and are classified as
high WHC strains, and strain C, E and G are classified as low
WHC strains (Fig. 2). There is a statistical difference between
high and low WHC strains (P-value = 0.023), when applying
this separation. Milk acidified using strain I had the highest
WHC compared to the other strains (Fig. 2). Strain D had the
second highest WHC. The scoring of the strains and the separ-
ation into high-WHC vs. low-WHC groups was similar for the
150 L and in 200 mL scale (results not shown). Strains considered
as high WHC strains based on the cheese yield data obtained in
the 150 L experiment, had higher WHC measured by the centri-
fugation analysis, compared to the strains considered as low WHC
except for strain K, which was found to have low WHC in large
scale production (Fig. 2). This indicates that measuring WHC is
not an in- or out-class case, however due to the high error on
this method, it was not possible to obtain accurate results using
PLS. Therefore, we chose to divide the samples into high and
low WHC samples and differentiate them using PLS-DA.

WHC measured by NIR

Six S. thermophilus strains, A, B, C, D, E and F, which were chosen
based on similar milk acidification speed and differences in WHC,
were used to explore NIR to distinguish between the low vs. high
WHC samples. Five S. thermophilus strains with similar acidifica-
tion speed but differences in WHC (G, H, I, J, and K) were subse-
quently used for the validation of NIR analysis. The pre-processed
spectra of strains A–K contained two large bands at 6980 and 5180
cm−1, that were assigned to the 1st overtone and the combination
band of water, respectively (Fig. 3). It is also seen that the pre-
processed spectra of high and low WHC strains can be differen-
tiated using these bands. These bands have also been previously

found optimal for prediction of water content of yogurt samples
dissolved in acetonitrile (Adam et al., 2009).

An outlier detection was performed based on inspection of
pre-processed spectra, Q residuals vs. Hotelling T2 plot and the
PCA score plot. The few outliers found were only removed if they
were traced back to a human error. A clear distinction between
high and low WHC strains on PC 1 and 2 of the score plot was
found for SHT-SM and past-LFM samples (Fig. 4). No pattern
differentiating samples from the three individual experiments with
strain A–F (calibration samples) was found. Furthermore, the
replicates of each sample were found to be precise (results not
shown). Hence, the analysis was evaluated to be reproducible.

The separation of high and low WHC strains was highly influ-
enced by the two bands assigned to water at 6980 and 5180 cm−1

on PC 1 and 2. The loadings of PC 2 at 6980 and 5180 cm−1 were
inversely correlated (Fig. 5). This inverse correlation of the spectra
of samples with high and low WHC was also seen in Figure 3.
High absorbance at 6980 cm−1 was associated with high WHC
strains and the spectra of samples with high absorbance at
5180 cm−1 was associated with low WHC strains. This was con-
sistent with a previous study on the bands influencing WHC in
chicken breasts (Bowker et al., 2014). This can be explained
with the theory of anharmonicity. NIR measures highly anhar-
monic bonds, such as O–H, N–H, C–H, etc. When a hydrogen
atom of a water molecule forms a bond with a neighbouring
molecule, e.g. protein or EPS, the vibration of O–H becomes
more harmonic and can therefore not be detected by NIR and
hence the absorbance decreases (Miller, 2001).

Validation of NIR for WHC measurement

As NIR was found to separate high and low WHC strains using
PCA, we tested whether it was possible to quantitively predict
the WHC. The calibration set was constructed of strains A, B,
C, D, E, and F and the validation set was constructed of strains
G, H, I, J, and K. SHT-SM and past-LFM samples were analysed
with PLS-DA separately due to focusing on the WHC of the
strains and not the difference in dry matter content of the milk
types. The data were examined by PCA models for detection of

Fig. 2. Water-holding capacity (WHC) measured by centrifugation and expressed as
the curd yield. Data are shown as mean and standard deviation of three replicates.
The Streptococcus thermophilus strains with open bars are high WHC strains and the
strains with closed bars are low WHC strains. With this separation there is a signifi-
cant difference (P < 0.05) between the two groups.
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outliers as described in the previous section. The data were pre-
processed with SNV and MC. Two PLS-DA models, one for
each type of milk, were computed. The number of LVs was two
for both the SHT-SM model and past-LFM model.

The PLS-DA models were able to predict the strains fermented
in SHT-SM or past-LFM that exhibited high WHC (Fig. 6). The
discrimination line shown in Figure 6 divided the samples classified
as belonging to either Class 0 (low WHC strains) or Class 1 (high
WHC strain). The same classification of strains into low vs. high
WHC was obtained for SHT-SM (Fig. 6a) and past-LFM samples
(Fig. 6b). The MCC of SHT-SM model were 0.941, 0.896 and 0.341
for the calibration model, the CV and the prediction, respectively,
whereas the MCC of past-LFM samples were 1, 0.881 and 0.858 for
the calibration model, the CV, and the prediction, respectively. The
CV was chosen to be leave-one-strain-out and the remaining
strains was used to predict the strain that was left out. As the
MCC of calibration and CV for both SHT-SM and past-LFM

were close to 1, the models showed ability to predict both the
strains included in the calibration set and new strains. This was
confirmed by MCC of prediction, which was lower but indicated
that the calibration set was largely able to predict new strains.
SHT-SM fermented with strain K was misclassified, which was
also the reason for lower MCC of validation in SHT-SM compared
to past-LFM. The ability to predict whether a given strain has a
high or low WHC was affected by the band at 5180 cm−1 and
6980 cm−1 (Fig. 7). This was consistent with the cause of differen-
tiation of high and low WHC strain explored by PCA.

In this study, the WHC measurement proved feasible for the
two types of fermented cow milk with different dry matter con-
tent, SHT-SM and past-LFM, using 11 different strains. The
study is a proof of concept and in order to implement the
method, it would be beneficial to include more samples to
the prediction model. It is expected that the method is feasible
for other types of milk and strains if the variation of milk and

Fig. 3. The mean NIR spectra of (a) SHT-SM and (b) Past-LFM samples with high water-holding capacity fermented with Streptococcus thermophilus strains A, B, D, F, G,
H, I, J and K (dashed line) and low water-holding capacity fermented with strains C, E and G (solid line). NIR spectra were obtained in the NIR region of 10 700-4500
cm−1 and pre-processed with standard normal variate and mean centring.

Fig. 4. PCA score plot of samples containing fermented (a) SHT-SM and (b) past-LFM samples inoculated with 11 different Streptococcus thermophilus strains (A–K).
The samples were marked according to expected water holding capacity (WHC) and whether the sample is a calibration or validation sample; the open square
represents calibration samples with high WHC, closed square represents calibration samples with low WHC, open circle represents validation samples with
high WHC and closed circle represents validation samples with low WHC.
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Fig. 6. PLS-DA for prediction of water-holding capacity (WHC) of (a) SHT-SM or (b) Past-LFM samples using Streptococcus thermophilus strains G–K. The dashed line
is the discrimination line that separates the high WHC strains above the line (open symbols) and the low WHC strains below the line (closed symbol). The strains are
shown on the plots as, G = closed diamond, H = open triangle, I = open circle, J = open square, and K = open star.

Fig. 7. The loading plot of LV 1 (solid) and LV 2 (dashed line) of samples containing fermented (a) SHT-SM or (b) Past-LFM. The dashed line indicates zero on the
y-axis.

Fig. 5. The loading plot of PC 1 (solid line) and PC 2 (dashed line) of samples containing (a) SHT-SM and (b) past-LFM samples fermented with 11 different
Streptococcus thermophilus strains (A–K).
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similar strains are included as calibration samples and the classi-
fication of high and low WHC strains are based on the same
method as applied in this study.

In conclusion, we were aware that a rapid non-destructive ana-
lysis would be beneficial for easy screening of high vs. low WHC
strains for development of starter cultures in the dairy industry.
NIR was shown to be a promising rapid method that can be
used to screen for strains resulting in fermented milk with high
WHC or low WHC. Similar patterns were obtained when classi-
fying fermented milk samples into high- vs. low-WHC using cen-
trifugation data obtained in 200 ml scale and NIR data obtained
in 40 ml scale. Eleven S. thermophilus strains were used for suc-
cessful prediction of WHC using PLS-DA, using two different
milk types. Further data collection and calibration work is needed
to implement the analysis to cover the variation of milk and bac-
terial strains.
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